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Editorial Comments
from the President

from the Secretary/Treasurer/Editor

Submitted by Ken Stach

Submitted by Gary Anderson

Several of our members contacted me after
receiving the last issue, with Day County. There
was a problem with page 4 of that issue. It seems
that our printer forgot to delete page 4 from the
prior issue (Davison County) in their typesetting
process. As a result, page 4 in the April issue was
erroneously from the January issue! Included with
this issue you will find a “replacement” page 4 for
the April (Day County) issue. Sorry!

With this issue you will receive a renewal form if
your dues are now due. The membership levels are
the same as last year: regular membership is $25,
sustaining membership is $35, regular foreign
membership is $40, sustaining foreign membership
is $50 and life membership is now $350. We also
have the new electronic membership for $15 where
the subscriber will get the Dakota Collector in PDF
format attached to an email. I hope that anyone who
can will send a little extra to help with the added
expense of the fine publication we put out. We had
some great donations last year that have helped to
keep the Society going. Let’s keep it up this year.

The article in this issue has been on my “to do” list
for five years—the Yankton Postmark Trilogy.
After reading the article, you will learn why.
I hope you all are enjoying the summer, now that it
has finally arrived.
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The Yankton Postmark Trilogy
By Ken Stach
Company. Their business plan was to establish
trading posts at places that would be ideal town sites
when the Indians ceded their lands. (1)

Introduction
The Yankton post office, established Apr 17, 1860,
was one of the earliest in what is now South Dakota.
As with most early post offices, the earliest known
postal marking is that generated by the pen of the
postmaster, known as a “manuscript” postmark.
The handstamp postal devices generally followed
(there are a few exceptions to this general rule,
where post offices apparently lost or wore out their
handstamp device and reverted back to use of a
manuscript). In the case of Yankton there were
three handstamps used in a relatively short period of
time in the 1860s and early 1870s, all with different
spellings: Yancton, Yanckton, and Yankton. The
exact sequencing and span of use for each of these
markings had eluded me for most of my 37 years of
collecting Dakota Territorial postal history. This
article provides an attempt at unraveling that
decades-long mystery.

Rival companies also operated in the area, led by
the Dakota Land Company, which was backed by
the Democratic Party in Minnesota and thengovernor Samuel A. Medary. These companies
shifted their focus west when it became clear that
Minnesota would achieve statehood and there would
be new territories opened to the west. In 1857, the
tension between the white settlers and the Yankton
Sioux, led by Chief Smutty Bear, resulted in the
burning of the town of Medary, near present-day
Brookings, pushing the white settlers back to
Minnesota. (1)
The U.S. Department of Interior had failed to get the
Yankton Sioux leaders to sign a treaty in 1857, so
they asked trader Todd, a former army captain, to
try his hand at the negotiations. Todd wisely
enlisted the aid of Charles F. Picotte, a mixed-blood

Context and History
The story of Yankton begins with the 1851 “Treaty
of Traverse de Sioux” in which the Sisseton and
Wahpeton bands of Sioux gave up the rights to most
of their land - land that the Yankton Sioux believed
was theirs. The issue of ownership became elevated
in the mid-1850s when game became scarce in the
traditional hunting grounds of the Yankton Sioux.
The Yankton believed they were due some of the
annuities being paid to the Sisseton and Wahpeton
Sioux and tried to collect from them by routinely
making threatening visits.
The federal government had what they believed was
a more important reason to strike a treaty with the
Yankton Sioux - that portion of prime un-settled
land west of Minnesota and north of the Missouri
River, between the Missouri and Big Sioux Rivers,
the so-called “Yankton triangle” for white settlers.
John Blair Smith Todd’s and Daniel Marsh Frost’s
company, the Frost-Todd Trading Company, had
begun to speculate in town sites along the Missouri
River by forming the Upper Missouri Town

Figure 1.
Charles Picotte with Smutty Bear
(Yankton Sioux) in 1858. Along with Strike-theRee, these men were instrumental in developing
“The Treaty of Washington” (1858), which ceded the
land which now encompasses Yankton, South
Dakota from the Indians and officially opened the
area to white settlement.
4
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Yankton leader and interpreter, and Theophile
Bruguiere, a well-liked French-Canadian who had
married into the tribe.
In December 1857, a
delegation led by Chief Strike-the-Ree traveled to
Washington. Some of the leaders of the Upper
Yankton Sioux opposed any treaty and stayed
behind, but they authorized Picotte to act as their
proxy. (1)
The delegation spent what must have seemed like a
very long winter in Washington before finally
signing the treaty on Apr 19, 1858. Getting an
agreement was not an easy task. There are stories of
how Smutty Bear was threatened when he initially
refused to sign. However, in his initial refusal to
sign, he was able to negotiate some key aspects of
the treaty. Ultimately, the treaty was ratified by
Congress on Feb 16, 1859 and “proclaimed” by
President Buchanan on Feb 26, 1859. (1) Thus, the
area now encompassing the city of Yankton was
opened to white settlement.

Figure 2. An early sketch of Yankton (1861) from
“The Early Empire Builders of the Great West”, by
Moses K. Armstrong. (2) The Yankton (Yancton) post
office was established the prior year, on Apr 17,
1860.

“South Dakota Post Offices”) misread the Yankton/
Yancton postmaster’s middle initial.
The website Wikipedia (4) provides a nice summary
of the history and current status of Yankton,
including the source for its name, which I will share
here:

In 1859 the first white families settled in the
counties of Union, Clay and Yankton. The first
frame building in Yankton (a store) was erected by
D. T. Bramble, near the levee on the newly
surveyed townsite of the Upper Missouri Land
Company. Captain J. B. S. Todd erected his little
law office on the corner of Broadway and Second
Streets during the winter of 1859. Moses K.
Armstrong came as the first land surveyor in
Dakota, also in 1859. And on the cold blue
Christmas Day of 1859, H. C. Ash and his wife
entered Yankton and opened a tavern in a rude log
house on the west side of Broadway. The first
church, built of logs, was established in 1860. (2)
Thus, as was the case for most frontier towns, liquor
preceded preaching in Yankton.

“Yankton is a city in, and the county seat
of, Yankton County, South Dakota. The population
was 14,454 at the 2010 census. Yankton is the
principal city of the Yankton Micropolitan
Statistical Area, which includes the entirety of
Yankton County, and which had an estimated
population of 22,603 as of 2012.
Yankton was the first capital of Dakota Territory. It
is named for the Yankton tribe of Nakota
(Sioux) Native Americans; Yankton is derived from
the Nakota word I-hank-ton-wan ("the end
village"). Yankton is located on the Missouri
River just downstream of the Gavin’s Point
Dam and Lewis and Clark Lake and just upstream
of the confluence with the James River. The United
State National Park Service's headquarters for the
Missouri National Recreational River are located in
the city. The Human Services Center was
established as a psychiatric hospital in 1882 and is
on the National Register of Historic Places.
Yankton is commonly referred to as the ‘River
City’, due to its proximity to the Missouri River and
the importance that the river played in the city's
settlement and development. Yankton has also

The post office at Yankton (Yancton) was
established Apr 17, 1860 with Downer F. Bramble
as its first postmaster. (3) Although the book “South
Dakota Post Offices” (of which I am a co-author)
lists the first postmaster’s middle initial as “F”, it is
quite likely that it was a “T”, such that postmaster
Bramble was one-in-the-same as store-keeper
Bramble who set up shop in 1859. Early handwritten postmaster applications for their post offices
are many times hard to read. Undoubtedly, when
writing the book in 1990, we (the three authors of
5
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earned the nickname, ‘Mother City of the Dakotas’,
due to the early important role it played in the
creation and development of the Dakota Territory,
which later became the 39th and 40th U.S. states of
North and South Dakota, respectively.” (4)

their own postmarking devices. Not knowing
whether or not their town or post office would
flourish, and/or while waiting for their handstamp
device to be delivered, they simply used a quill pen
to write the office’s name, etc. and also canceled the
stamp appropriately.

Much more detailed histories of Yankton (the town
and county) have been written. My intent here was
only to provide a little historical context for the
establishment of the town of Yankton. Suffice it to
say that Yankton was one of the first permanent
settlements in what is now South Dakota. Thus,
Yankton provides for some of Dakota’s earliest
postal history.

A second manuscript canceled cover is also known
from “Yancton” dated Dec 14, 1860. Although both
these covers went through the mails well before the
official date of establishment for Dakota Territory
(Mar 2, 1861) they bear the notation “D.T.” for
Dakota Territory. This was done both in anticipation of receiving territorial status some months later,
and to identify the geographic area from which the
letter originated. When the State of Minnesota was
formed May 11, 1858 that portion of the former
Minnesota Territory which was not included in the
newly formed state was officially designated
“Minnesota Residual Territory”. However, it was
inhabited by the Sioux (Dakota) Indians. And, as
the current state of Oklahoma was known as “Indian
Territory” in its territorial period, the moniker of
“Dakota Territory” (prior to official establishment
of the territory) referred to it as a type of Indian
territory - the land, or territory, of the Dakota
(Indians).

The Manuscript Postmarks
The earliest postal marking (of which I am aware)
from what is now Yankton is the manuscript
canceled cover shown in Figure 3 (“Yancton D.T.
Aug 14th, 1860”). Manuscript cancels, as noted in
the Introduction, are almost always the earliest
known markings from any office. This statement
holds true all the way through the territorial period
and even into the early statehood period.
In those days, postmasters at small (and newly
established) post offices were required to supply

Figure 3. This manuscript canceled cover represents the earliest reported postal artifact
from Yankton. The cancel reads “Yancton DT Aug 14th 1860”. The “Yancton” spelling
6
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Figure 4. Letter postmarked with the first style handstamp from Yankton:
“Yancton D. T. Dec 14” (1861) year-dated based on enclosed letter.

interesting contents. The letter is transcribed below
with spelling-in-kind, as it adds a certain flavor to
the writer’s message:

The Handstamp Postmarks – “Yancton”
The first handstamp postmark from Yankton also
bears the spelling “Yancton”, as was used in the two
manuscript covers. These postmarks are relatively
scarce, but certainly not what I would consider rare;
however, they do tend to command good prices, as
collectors know they are very early for a Dakota
Territorial cover. I’ve recorded somewhere around
a dozen of these 26mm diameter circular date
stamps with a wide variety of usages (a few of
which follow in various figures). Unfortunately,
most of the covers are not year-dated in any way,
other than a few early examples which still hold the
letter they originally carried. Prior to writing this
article, I had recorded a span of dates for this
marking from Dec 14, 1861 to Apr 20, 1865.
However, I knew this device had to be used well
beyond 1865, as one example I had recorded was on
a three-cent green banknote adhesive – which was
not issued until 1870! The trouble was, without
definitive dating via a backstamp, received
docketing, and/or the contents, there was no way to
prove later usage to a specific year.

Brownsville Dec the 12th/61 D.T.
Mr. George Shober
Dear Sir
As I have beem wating along time to rec a few
lines from you and have rec none I thought I
would address you. we are all wel. hope these
lines wil find you enjoying the same blessing. we
have warm weather no snow. we have three
hundred recruites to ft Randle. they pasd my
place last week so if the Indians should be
trouble soon we wil have protection. Louis Yong
and 3 of the Irish boys here joined the recruites
at ft Randle. the government is recruiting for 2
companies in dakota. corn is worth 80 cts per
bushel at my place and above me one dollar.
times are hard here. Money scarce on the
account of the Indians getting no pay this year. I
suppose they will get two payments. if so money
will be plenty here. the agent has now gon for the
money. No more.
Yours truly
Jonathan Brown

Figure 4 shows the earliest reported example of the
“Yancton D. T.” postmark of which I am aware.
This cover is especially nice (as well as year-dated)
because it contains the original letter with some

The covers addressed to Mr. George Shober in
Mantorville, Dodge Co., Minnesota represent a
7
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great find of early Yankton postal history and, in
fact, for Dakota Territorial postal history in general.
There are covers from this correspondence
postmarked from other Dakota offices (BonHomme,
Lakeport and Elk Point, to name a few), but the
preponderance are from Yankton. Furthermore,
most are written by George Shober’s son, John H.
Shober, who was active in early Dakota politics
until his departure to Montana Territory in July of
1864 (as documented in a letter written to his father
postmarked from Fort Randall on Jul 1, 1864). The
cover illustrated in Figure 4 is a bit of an exception,
since it was written by one “Jonathan Brown” to
George Shober. Nearly all the surviving covers
from J. H. Shober to his father contain the original
letters, which have great historical and political
content. A few of these (all with “Yancton, D. T.”
postmarks) are shown in the following illustrations.

his body; the son was found nearby, in a field of
corn, shot to death with a dozen or more arrows.” (5)
The letter enclosed in the cover shown in Figure 5
tells of the Indian excitement in the territory, as
described by John H. Shober to his father.
Yankton
Sept 15th 1862
Dear Father,
I embrace this opportunity to inform you that I
am well and hope this will find you also well.
We have had a great Indian excitement
prevailing here for the past month, with very
little prospects at abating. There has, as yet,
been no one killed on the Missouri slope, but the
Dakota Cavalry had a skirmish with them just
below James River, but both parties were so
fearful of the other that they did not approach in
killing distance.
The excitement has already more than half
depopulated the Territory. I should have started
for Minnesota ere this time had it not been for
the Indian raid in this Territory. The women
became so frightened that the young men had to
remain and afford them what protection they
could. I may not be able to leave before spring.
I think the present excitement sufficient to ruin
the Territory. I never witnessed such a panic as
we have had. Many person fled leaving every
thing behind them - beding household furniture
& all. I have not been very fearful of loving my
scalp, yet there may be more dnager than I
apprehend. We have dreadful accounts of the
Minnesota Massacre - which help increase the
fears of the people here.

Figure 5. “Yancton D. T. Sep 17” (1862) with letter
from John H. Shober to his father, George Shober,
in Mantorville, Minnesota telling of the Indian
excitement in Dakota Territory.

The 1862 Indian uprising in Minnesota, culminating
in the New Ulm massacre, fueled fears of an all-out
Indian War on the plains of Dakota Territory. The
citizens of Dakota became all the more panicstricken when Judge Amidon and his son were
killed near Sioux Falls on Aug 25, 1862.
Robinson’s “History of South Dakota” relates the
story as follows: “the massacre of Joseph B.
Amidon, probate judge and country treasurer, and
his son, by unknown hostiles, on August 25th, while
haying upon their farm, which was located on the
hill north of town, just northwest of the present
location of the penitentiary. Judge Amidon was
found lying on his face, with a bullet hole through

I would rather risk myself here than in the Army
fighting the south. If, I must fight either I prefer
to fight the red skins.
Give my respects to all enquiring friends and
accept the same yourself.
Respectfully Yours,
J. H. Shober
8
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any more by hostile Indians. I will not be able to
return until after the first of January. If the
excitement is allayed by that time I will endeavor
to go to Minnesota.
There has been but two persons killed in Dakota
Territory by the Indians, and those were killed at
Sioux Falls.
I have nothing of any special interest to nite you
further at present. Give my respects to all
enquiring friends and inform them that my scalp is
all right yet. Write to me as soon as you receive
this, and give me what information you can
concerning the Indian depredations in Minnesota.

Figure 6. “Yancton D. T. Oct 15” (1862) with letter,
again from John H. Shober to his father. In this
letter, he tells of the Indian troubles waning.

John H. Shober tells his father in the letter of Figure
6 that the Indian troubles in that portion of the
territory are subsiding. Note that the letter is
datelined “BonHomme”, even though it was mailed
from the Yankton (Yancton) post office.

Respectfully Yours,
J. H. Shober
Several other letters written from Yancton by John
H. Shober to his father survive. In fact, more than
half the known “Yancton” postmarked covers are
from this correspondence. I will not illustrate and
transcribe any more of them in this article, as the
focus of this article is supposed to be on the
postmark devices. There are a few remaining
interesting usages of the “Yancton” postmark worth
sharing, however as shown in Figures 7 through 10.

Bon Homme
Oct 13th 1862
Dear Father,
I am this day in receipt of a letter written by you to
the Post Master at Sioux City - enquiring of my
whereabouts.
I wrote to you immediately after the Indian
excitement commenced informing you of the
condition of affairs in this Territory. The citizens
here about the 10th of Sept became very much
alarmed, and the fear of a general Indian war was
universally prevalent throughout the Territory.
People became wild with excitement and fear.
They were running in all directions expecting the
tommahawk and scalping knife close upon them.
The women and children and many of the men
were so much alarmed as to be unable to render
any protection to themselves or others. I thought
under the circumstances it was my duty to remain
and afford them what protection I could. Had it
not been for the probabilities of an Indian
outbreak here I would have been in Minnesota ere
this time. I felt it my duty to remain here and aid
in the defense of the defenseless.

Figure 7.
Postmarked “Yancton D. T. Jun
25” (circa 1864) on illustrated Civil War Patriotic
cover showing the naval battle scene between the
Monitor and the Merrimack. This cover is a good
example of one that is not precisely year-datable.

The prospect of peace is now better than
heretofore and many think we will not be troubled
9
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Figure 10. “Yancton D. T. Jun 19” on un-dated
cover with 3¢ 1870 issue adhesive. For years this
cover was an aberration to me, and I could not
explain the postmark with this stamp.

Figure 8. “Yancton D. T. Nov 25” (circa 1864).
This is the only known example of a solo
“Blackjack” usage from Dakota Territory (there are
a couple usages in which the 2¢ adhesive is used
along with other adhesives to make up the 10¢ rate
to Canada). The “Blackjack” stamp (Scott #73) was
issued Jul 2, 1863 and was used in this instance to
pay the 2¢ local (drop) rate.

Figure 11. “Territorial Capitol Building, Yankton,
Built in 1862, Throngs Gathering at the Polls in
October, 1866”. (from Volume 1, page 256 of
Kingsbury’s “History of Dakota Territory”). (6)
Figure 9. “Yancton D. T. Apr 20” (1865) on cover
with two 24¢ 1861 (Scott #78, issued Feb 20, 1863)
issue adhesives on cover to Norway. Year-dated
based on the various transit and received markings.

The Handstamp Postmarks – “Yanckton”
The next Yankton handstamp postmark to appear
has the unusual spelling “Yanckton” within the dial
of the 25mm circular device. This spelling is
something of a hybrid between the old “Yancton”
spelling and the final (and correct?) “Yankton”
spelling. What makes this postmark all the more
unusual is the abbreviation “Daka” used for Dakota
Territory.
And, yes, the second “a” in the
abbreviation really is underlined in the device. To
my knowledge, it is the only Dakota Territorial post
office (from what is now South Dakota or North
Dakota) to have used “Daka” as the abbreviation for
the territory. Fort Laramie (now in Wyoming) also
used the abbreviation “Daka” for a few years in the
mid-1860s.

The cover shown in Figure 9 had been the latest
year-dated “Yancton” handstamp on record, being
from Apr 20, 1865, until the data revealed later in
this article was discovered. However, based on the
cover shown in Figure 10, I knew that the
“Yancton” handstamp had to have been used well
after 1865, as this adhesive was not issued until Apr
12, 1870. It is possible that Yankton could have had
the new three-cent adhesive only two months after it
was issued, meaning the cover of Figure 10 could
date to 1870, if not later.

10
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Figure 12. “Yanckton, Daka Sep 5” (1868) postmark on cover with 3¢ 1861 issue
adhesive on U. S. Attorney’s Office “corner card” cover to Iowa. This marking is
known used as early as May 23, 1867.

The “Yanckton Daka” postmark is also rather
uncommon. I record something on the order of
about 20 covers with this marking. Again, even
though there are “quite a few” of them from a
Dakota postal history perspective, they seem to
bring good prices.
This is probably due in
somewhat equal parts to their being rather early for
Dakota Territory, the odd spelling for Yankton, the
even stranger abbreviation for Dakota, and of
course, relative scarcity of the covers themselves.

Figure 13. “Yanckton, Daka Jul 31” (1869) postmark
on cover franked with four examples of the 3¢ 1869
issue adhesive (first day of issue Mar 27, 1869).

The earliest use for the “Yanckton” postmark which
I record is from May 23, 1867, although I could not
locate a scan of that cover for this article. It is yeardated based on a pencil docketing on the verso. I
find the second earliest example in my records from
Jun 10, 1867 with letter enclosed datelined
BonHomme in which the writer details an account
of a buffalo hunt. Again, I have no scan of this
cover, only records that it realized $42.50 in an
auction in the 1950s – quite a sum in those days!

Figures 13 and 14 show a couple of examples of
1869 issue adhesives used from Yankton (with the
“Yanckton” postmark). At the time of use, these
stamps weren’t particularly popular with the public
– they didn’t like their odd size, weren’t accustomed
to stamps with anything other than a prominent
American’s faces on them, the new stamps had
small ridges on them (grills), etc. Thus, they saw
very the short-lived use of only one to two years.
That fact, coupled with the remoteness of Dakota
Territory and relative lack of people to mail letters
in 1869-1870 makes these covers from Dakota
especially scarce.
I record only perhaps 10
examples of the three-cent 1869 issue used from
what is now South Dakota. They are sought after by
collectors who specialize in this issue, making them
difficult to buy.

The earliest year-dated example of the “Yanckton”
postmark device for which I can supply a scan is
shown in Figure 12, dated Sep 5, (1868). This cover
is dated by the enclosure, which is signed by Geo H.
Hand (later governor of Dakota Territory).

11
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Figure 14. “Yanckton, Daka Aug 3” (1869) postmark with routing note “via Hamburgh Germany”. The 15¢ 1869
issue adhesive pays the North German Union closed mail rate (in effect from Jan, 1868 to Jun, 1870). The red
marking to the lower left of the adhesive reads “New York Paid All Br Transit Aug 10”. From published sailing
tables, we know that it was carried aboard the Hamburg American Packet (HAPAG) steamer Cimbria on Aug 10 via
Plymouth, England arriving to Hamburg on Aug 23. Two days later it was delivered in Glücksburg on Aug 25, based
on the backstamp.

Figure 15. “Yanckton, Daka Mar 30” (1870) postmark on cover from same correspondence as that of Figure 13. The
postage on this example as paid with the 15¢ 1866 issue “F” grill adhesive (Scott #98). The routing is similar, except
that the HAPAG Hammonia II carried this cover across the Atlantic.

Higher denomination adhesives from the 1869 issue
on cover from Dakota Territory are even harder to
find. The only known examples of the 15¢
denomination of the 1869 issue used from Dakota
Territory are from Yankton, there being two

examples from the same correspondence as that
shown in Figure 14. These covers are of the utmost
rarity and demand tremendous prices when
auctioned.

12
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year-date this cover, we can only assume that the
sender was using up some old stamps. I have found
no other examples of the “Yankton” postmark used
on the 3¢1861 issue adhesive (Scott #65) which saw
heavy use into early 1869. Thus, I consider this
particular cover an “outlier” in terms of analysis of
the data at hand.

Figure 16. Another nice example of the “Yanckton,
Daka” postmark, this one from Sep 21 but without
year-date. Since it is used on a 3¢ 1870 issue
adhesive, we can conclude use at the earliest in 1870.

Perhaps a vision of what was to come, the cover in
Figure 16 is especially interesting, in that it used the
postmark “Yanckton” with the odd spelling, but has
a merchant’s corner card with the final “Yankton”
spelling.

Figure 17. “Yankton Dak. Jan 23” on triple rate
cover with postage paid by three copies of the 3¢
1861 issue adhesive, which saw active use into early
1869. However, there was nothing from preventing
an individual from using up several “leftover”
examples of the adhesive into the 1870s, which may
have been the case here.

I had always assumed that the “Yanckton” postmark
fell out of use in the late 1860s, based on the
examples I had seen used. Again, data presented
later in this article debunks that conclusion.

Figure 18 shows an early year-dated example of the
“Yankton” postmark, although poorly struck partly
off cover at top.
The marking is definitely
“Yankton” based on the size and shape of the letters
remaining on the cover. It is year-dated based on
the contents from the merchant, a “Tobacconist” in
Yankton.

The Handstamp Postmarks – “Yankton”
The Yankton postmaster(s), and/or the people
producing their handstamp postmarking devices,
finally “got it right” on the third try. They finally
settled on the “Yankton” spelling, which first saw
use Oct 21, 1871 (based on my records) and has
been used ever since. There are many varieties of
“Yankton, Dak.” postmarks, distinguishable from
each other only by very close examination of the
shape of the letters, spacing of the letters, and/or a
millimeter or two difference in the diameter of the
circular device. No attempt will be made here to
differentiate amongst them all. For the scope and
purposes of this article, I will address only the first
of those postmarks with the “Yankton” spelling,
which is a 25mm diameter circular device.

Figure 18. “Yankton, Dak. Apr 18” (1872) cover
year-dated based on the contents. Although the
“Yankton” portion of the postmark is off the cover
and not visible, we know this to be the Yankton
spelling based on the size and shape of the letters in
the “Dak.” portion of the marking.

Unfortunately, I could not locate a scan of the Oct
21, 1871 example which I cite as the earliest known
example. Instead, Figure 17 provides a scan of a
fairly early “Yankton” postmark, one that may date
to the late 1860s. However, without any means to
13
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Figure 19. “Yankton, Dak. Oct 21” (1874) from the United States Land Office in Yankton,
D.T. to Indiana. Year-dated based on docketing at left.

Bill Danley was one of the real pioneers of Dakota
Territorial postal history. In the 1950s, he widely
advertised in newspapers statewide to buy old letters
and postcards from Dakota Territory. He once told
me that he was able to acquire quite a few nice
items using the newspaper ads. In addition, Danley
was able to purchase Dwight Deter’s entire Dakota
Territorial postal history collection in the 1950s,
when Deter needed the money to attend college (I
recall Deter telling me this story in the 1980s).
Dwight Deter was one of the key members of the
Mitchell Coin & Stamp Club back in the 1960s and
1970s and I can remember him from my boyhood
days of attending meetings in Mitchell. Anyway, I
recall asking Bill Danley about his thoughts on the
sequence and range of dates of use of the Yancton,
Yanckton, and Yankton handstamps. He agreed that
they probably appeared in that order, but also agreed
that the range of dates of use was unknown, due to
the limited number of year-dated examples. By the
way, I was very fortunate to have been able to
purchase the entire Bill Danley Dakota postal
history collection in 1997.

The cover shown in Figure 19 is year-dated based
on the docketing provided by the recipient at the left
-hand side of the cover. While the postmark is the
same as that shown in Figure 18, the “killer” on the
stamp has been changed. The horizontally cut cork
killer has been replaced with some sort of geometric
design in this case. In those days, the postmark
device was separate from the device actually used to
cancel the adhesive postage stamp to prevent re-use.
Thus, the postmaster had to “stamp” each cover
twice – once with the circular date stamp, and a
second time with the “killer” to obliterate the
postage stamp. It was not until later that so-called
duplex devices came into use, which employed both
the circular date stamp and killer into one
convenient handstamp.
As one can see from these previous three sections,
there seems to be no exact chronological pattern to
the first three handstamp postmarks used at
Yankton.
It does appear that the order of
appearance was Yancton, Yanckton, and finally
Yankton. However, data to determine discreet start/
stop periods for each of the devices has been
elusive.

So, for decades I continued to wonder how the three
postmark devices, with different spellings for the
town of Yankton, were inter-twined. That was
until…

I recall a conversation I had with Bill Danley back
in the late 1980s on the subject of Yankton
postmarks. For those readers who may not know,
14
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These covers, with their contents, were the missing
links for me to unravel the puzzle that had eluded
me for decades. I promptly made a healthy
donation to the Dakota Postal History Society on
behalf of Dr. Chandler’s donation to me and, just as
promptly, stuck the covers into my desk drawer --for the past five years. As I retired from full-time
employment at the end of January this year (I am
part-time through the end of the year), I have now
had the time to properly research and write them up.
Thus, this article has arisen.

The “Chandler Find” of Covers
Dr. Robert J. Chandler is a good friend of mine and
a mutual member of the Western Cover Society
(WCS). For those of you not familiar with the
WCS, I ask that you visit their website at http://
www.westerncoversociety.com/. The publication
of the WCS is a journal called “Western Express”,
for which I am also the editor. Samples of the
publication can be viewed on the society’s website
and I encourage you to take a look at a few. There
is even an introductory offer right now for a free
book on the Pony Express for those who sign up for
WCS membership.

The letters within the covers in the “Chandler find”
contain very little in the way of interesting or
historical content. There is only one mention of
anything I felt worth transcribing, which I have
done for the Mar 6, 1871 “Yancton” cover. The
content in the rest of the letters is all “social” primarily aimed at John T. Lovett unsuccessfully
wooing Miss Emma F. Tenney.

Dr. Chandler is retired historian for Wells Fargo
bank in San Francisco, CA. He has a wealth of
knowledge on Wells Fargo, expresses in general,
and postal history. Of course, he also collects postal
history, so runs across some interesting items from
time to time. On Feb 9, 2009 he sent me the
following note, along with six torn and tattered
covers, all of which contained their original letters.

The six covers in the “Chandler find” are presented
in chronological order in Figures 20 through 25 as
follows. Only one of the letters contained therein
does not have a dated letterhead. However, the
cover for that letter does have a pencil notation
(with year-date) on the front. And, the content fits
with that year, based on where Mr. Lovett was in
unsuccessfully courting Miss Tenney. Thus, I have
no reason to question the year-dated pencil notation
on the cover.

Hi Ken,
In a California correspondence, I picked up six
1870-1871 letters from John T. Lovett of
Yankton, D.T. to a girlfriend, Emma F. Tenney –
who married someone else.
There seem to be four different town markings in
this short time. [Chandler is mistaken here, there
are only three, as the two “Yankton” covers are
the same device]
They are of no interest to me, and I have two
wishes for their disposal.
(a) Any of use for your collection are yours.
Consider them a “thank you” for your work on
WE [my assuming the role of editor for “Western
Express”]
(b) Any revenue that arises goes to your Dakota
Postal History Society

Figure 20. Postmarked “Yanckton, Daka Oct 15”
1870, this cover represents the first of the six covers
in the “Chandler find” of Yankton covers. The
letterhead for this and all the other covers in the
correspondence are headed “Yankton, D.T.”

Regards,
Robert J. Chandler
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Figure 21. Postmarked “Yankton, Dak. Jan 5” (1871) with letterhead. This cover now
stands as the earliest year-dated cover with the “Yankton” spelling in the postmark.

Figure 22. Postmarked “Yancton, D.T. Mar 6” (1871) cover with letterhead from two days prior. In this letter, Lovett
writes “Since I wrote you last I have been up among the Brulle’s [Brule Sioux] a tribe of Indians whose encampment is
about 225 miles northwest of this city. They are a warlike sort of beings. I left last November and my stay was over
three months.”
16
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Figure 23. Postmarked “Yanckton, Daka Apr 19” (1871) with letterhead. This is the latest
reported year-dated usage of the “Yanckton” device.

Figure 24. Postmarked “Yancton, D. T. Jul 2” (1871). The writer, Mr. Lovett,
does not included a letterhead with location and date in this letter, due to a
recently sustained broken thumb, which he mentions. The writing is also more
difficult to read in this letter, and it is considerably shorter than the others.
However, the content fits in chronology with the others.
17
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Figure 25. Postmarked “Yankton, Dak. Sep 8” (1871) with letterhead dated the
day prior. This is the final letter from the “Chandler find” of Yankton covers.
Interestingly, and adding to the appeal of this cover, is the cornercard from
Bramble, one of the earliest settlers of Yankton.

Conclusions
The postmaster (and probably assistants in the
office) apparently used the first two handstamp
postmarks interchangeably in the years 1867
through 1871, with the third one entering the fray in
the final year. The Yankton post office experienced
exponential growth in the late 1860s and early
1870s, as evidenced by the postmaster compensation from the “Official Register of the United
States” (which recorded the data for odd numbered
years through 1911. (3)

The first three handstamp Yankton postmarks
contained different spellings for the town and
territory and appeared chronologically as follows:
1.) Yancton, D.T.
2.) Yanckton, Daka.
3.) Yankton, Dak.
Their span of use overlapped, as illustrated in the
following table, which provides basic data,
including the “Latest Known Use”.
Town
Spelling
Yancton

Territorial
Spelling
D. T.

Earliest
Known Use
Dec 14, 1861

Latest
Known Use
Jul 2, 1871

Yanckton

Daka.

May 23, 1867

Apr 19, 1871

Yankton

Dak.

Oct 21, 1871

Mid-1870s

Year of Data from
“Official Register”
1861
1863
1865
1867
1869
1871
18

Postmaster
Compensation ($)
$28.10
$156.67
$243.88
$470.00
$660.00
$1800.00
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Undoubtedly, by the late 1860s and early 1870s the
Yankton post office was processing a lot of
outbound mail.
Postal clerks probably used
whichever device was handy to post the mail. There
may have even been more than one window in the
Yankton post office of that period, such that one
window had one device and another window had
one of the others. As a result, we do not get a
distinct cut off from one device and beginning for
another, as we find for many other (generally
smaller) early South Dakota post offices.
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